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Il. INTRODUCTION 
LET p BE A prime and II a positive integer which divides p - 1. It has been shown by 
R. Holzsager [ 131 and D. Sullivan [ 131, independently, that the localized sphere S$‘n;’ has 
the homotopy type of a loop space fix. Such a space X will be called a loop structure on 
SE;‘. For II > 1, the uniqueness, up to homotopy, of these loop structures is an open 
question. The main result of this paper, which was announced in [8], is the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a loop structure on Sf:,-’ where p is an odd prime. Then 
(a) Up to an equivalence of suspension spectra [l], the space X is unique. In other 
words, if Y is another loop structure on SF;;‘, then Z.“X = ZmY. 
(b) Q(X) = li,m WZ”X = 2 x F where 2 is a space whose integral homology and 
homotopy groups are torsion free and F is a space with finite homotopy groups. 
(c) The infinite suspension E”:X -+ Q(X) factors through the torsion free space 2.0 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of part c of Theorem 1. In 
both statements, p is an odd prime. 
COROLLARY 1.1. (a) If X is a loop structure on S$;-‘, then the kernel of the 
Hurewicz homomorphism for stable homotopy, r*X + r$X, consists of all torsion in 
?T*X. 
(b) If f: S$i’ + G is a loop map, and G is an infinite loop space, then the induced 
homomorphtsm f #: rr* SCp, 2n-’ + n*G is trivial in dimensions 2 2n. W 
The following result of Segal, [ll], plays a major role in the proof of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Q(CP”) = BU x F’ where F’ is a space with finite homotopy groups. n 
By using this splitting and K-theory, I obtain the stable equivalence, mentioned in 
(l.a>, between an arbitrary loop structure on S$‘i_’ and Sullivan’s model. The splitting in 
(1.b) is proved by showing that Q(X) is a retract of Q(CP”),, and then appealing 
again to Theorem 2. 
Sullivan’s loop structure on S@, ‘“-l will be referred to as the classical example. 
Section 2 contains a description of some special properties of this space. The proofs 
of these results are postponed until 94. In 03, the proof of Theorem 1 in given. The 
last section, 05, contains some speculation on how the main results of this paper 
should generalize and it also contains some questions in stable homotopy suggested 
by Theorem 1. 
92. THE CLASSICAL EXAMPLE 
Henceforth assume that p is an odd prime and that n divides p - 1. Let BS$‘;’ 
denote the classical loop structure on SZr;’ (Sullivan’s model [13] p. 4.28). It is well 
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known that H*(BS$;‘, Z&=Z,,[u] where u is a 2n dimensional class. This much 
would be true for any loop structure on S$;‘. On the other hand, it is not known if 
every loop structure on S$;-’ has the following properties. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (a) There is a map rr:CP&+BSf;;’ which is surjectiue in integral 
homology and is a maximal torus in the sense of Rector, [lo]. 
(b) There is a virtual bundle o E k(BS$;’ , Z,,) with geometric dimension n and 
Chem character 
k 
ch(o) = 2 $y. q 
To get a stable description of BS $,‘;’ I will first study CP” in more detail. , 
p-1 
PROPOSITION 2.2. ZCP",,= J, Kj where for each j, 
(a) @q(Kj, Z) = 
Z,, ijq=2n+l andn=jmod(p-1) 
0 otherwise 
(b) Any two generators u, u E 8*(Ki; Z/p) are linked by the Steenrod algebra in 
the following sense. There is a sequence of classes {u = x0, x1,. . . , x, = v} such that for 
each i, either 8’Xi = Xi+1 or B’Xi+l = Xi, up to a unit of Z/p, for some reduced power 
9’ E d(p). cl 
The suspension of the maximal torus in (2.la) together with the splitting in (2.2) 
implies the following. 
COROLLARY 2.3. ZBSe;’ is a retract of ZCP& and, in terms of the splitting in (2.2), 




At this point, the splitting in Theorem l(b) should seem plausible for the classical 
case. After all, Q(BS&-‘) is a retract of Q(CP;“,,) by (2.3), and the latter space splits in 
the correct fashion by Segal’s Theorem 2. What is lacking at this point is method of 
proof which will generalize to arbitrary loop structures on S&l. For this reason, I 
consider the composition 
Bf- BU7- Q(CP-)= Q(B) (2.4) 
where for notational convenience B = BS$‘, all spaces and maps have been localized 
at p, and 
(i) j classifies the generator o in (2.lb), 
(ii) T has a left inverse by Theorem 2, and is an H-map with respect to the 
Whitney sum on BU and the loop multiplication on Q(CP”) by ([12], Theorem 3.2), 
and 
(iii) rr is a maximal torus by (2.la). 
LEMMA 2.5. If h = Q(r)0 r of: B + Q(B) in (2.4), then the adjoin? h:Z”B+YB 
induces multiplication by n in integral homology and hence is a homotopy equival- 
ence. 0 
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It will be shown in the next section that this last result will indeed generalize to the 
case of an arbitrary loop structure on S$‘;*. 
This concludes the description of the classical example. The proofs of .these 
results will be given in $4. If the reader is willing to assume that the description just 
given is accurate, he can proceed to the proof of the general case, which is given next. 
$3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In this section X will denote an arbitrary loop structure on St,;-’ and B will denote 
the classical one. All spaces and maps are assumed to have been localized at the odd 
prime p. The equivalence in Theorem l(a) will be obtained by taking the adjoint of 
the following composition 
g 7 Q(n) 
X-BU- Q&pm)- Q(B) (3.1) 
where 7 and 7~ were defined in (2.4) and g represents a “suitable” generator of 
&X;Z,,). 
I use the adjective “suitable” with one objective in mind; namely, to get an 
equivalence when I take the adjoint of (3.1). In view of Lemma 2.5, I would prefer a 
generator of k(X;Z,,) whose Chern character is formally the same as ch(w) in 
Proposition 2.1(b). Unfortunately, it is not known if such a generator exists in 
genera1.t To get around this obstacle, I use the following technique which I learned 
from Adams, [4]. First let ,$ be any generator of R(X;Z,,). Then ch(5) = E UiVi where 
irl 
aiEQ9 al=(n!l)!7 ~ and ZI is a polynomial generator of H*(X;Z,,,). Now let En 
denote the idempotent on K( ;Z,,,) defined by Adams (for the case d = p - 1 in his 
terminology) in [3], p. 85. If &, = E,(t), then ch(&,) = &z,v’ where r 2 1 and r= 1 
mod (p - 1)/n. In particular ch,(&) = ulu and so TO is also a generator of J?(X:Z,,,). 
The analogous result holds in the classical case. Hence if w E R(B;Z,J is the 
generator described in Proposition 2.1(b) and w. = E,(o), there is a formal power 
series f with coefficients in Z@, such that w = f(wo). I take this same power series and 
define & = f(tO) E R(X;Z,,,). It follows at once that in the formulae for c/z(o) and 
ch(&) the coefficients on ui and Y’ agree for i I @ - 1)/n. This implies that the Chern 
classes of w and 5, are isomorphic up through dimension 2p - 2. In fact, within this 
range, the total Chern classes are 1 + u and 1 + V, respectively. Now let f:B + BU 
represent o, as before, and let g:X-+ BU represent 5,. It follows that the images of f* 
and g, coincide in H*(BU;Z) up through dimension 2p - 2. 
Let h,:X+ Q(B) denote the composition in (3.1), wherein g represents &, and let 
h:B -+ Q(B) be as in Lemma 2.5. Since the homomorphisms h,* and h* evidently 
have the same image in H,(Q(B);Z) up through dimension 2p - 2, it follows from 
Lemma 2.5 that the adjoint h,:C”X+Z”B must also induce an integral homology 
isomorphism, and hence a Z/p-cohomology isomorphism, within this range of dimen- 
sions. 
By the Adams-Wilkerson theorem [5] there is an embedding of H*(X;Z/p) into 
H*(CP”:Z/p) as an unstable module over the Steenrod algebra. This forces the image 
of H*(X;Zlp) in H*(CP”;Z/p) to coincide with ?r*H*(B;Z/p) where wCP”+B is 
the maximal torus. In particular, the results in Proposition 2.2 apply to X and, hence, 
tFor n I 2 such a generator is known to exist. In my thesis, I proved this for n = 2 and p I 61. 
Adams, [4], then used a different approach and solved the case n = 2 for all primes. 
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every non-zero class in fi*(X;Z/p) is linked by the Steenrod algebra to one of the 
bottom (p - 1)/n generators; just as in the classical case. Since h, induces an 
isomorphism on these generators, it must induce a Z/p-cohomology isomorphism in 
all dimensions. By the universal coefficient theorem and Whitehead’s theorem, 
f& : IC’X + Z”B is a homotopy equivalence of spectra. This proves part (a) of Theorem 1. 
The equivalence of spectra implies that Q(X) = Q(B). Since Q(B) is a retract of 
Q(CPm) by Corollary 2.3, the splitting in Theorem 1.b is a consequence of Segal’s 
splitting of Q(CPm) and the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let Y = 2 x F be a 
torsion free and T,,F is finite. If A is a 
retract of Z and F’ is a retract of F. •i 
connected H-space where, for each q, ?r,Z is 
retract of Y, then A = Z’ X F’ where Z’ is a 
Proof. I will identify Y with Z x F by means of the given equivalence and will 
label the various structure maps as follows: 
Y 




i r\ r 
1 
A-A 
Since rr*F@CI = 0, the composition ilml: Y + Z+ Y induces the identity on q* Y@O. 
Hence, the composition 
induces the identity on ~*A@49. It follows that the composition f = ~~~i~r~i,:Z+Z 
induces an idempotent on n*Z@Q. Since n*Z is torsion free, fpf+ = f+ on P*Z as well. 
I now seek a retract of Z whose homotopy groups realize im f+ To this end I 
construct the iterated mapping cylinder, or telescope, Telcf). Recall that Telcf) = 6 
n=O 
[0, l] x Z x {n}/ - where (1, z, n) - (0, f(z), n + 1) for each integer n. Then rr*TelCf) = 
lim (n*Z, f#) = im f# since im f# = im f$’ for n = 1,2,3,. . . . Let I,:Z+ Telcf) denote 
the inclusion of Z into the left end of the telescope (i.e. &) = (0, z, 0)). Clearly this 
map induces an epimorphism on homotopy groups. 
Since Y is an H-space, so is the retract Z and hence the set of homotopy classes 
[Z, Z] inherits the structure of an algebraic loop. In this loop there is a unique solution 
x, to the equation x + f = 1. Let 1 - f denote the solution and note that (1 - f)& = 
u -f*(u) on rr*Z. It follows that 1 -f also induces an idempotent on n*Z and that 
KerCfJ II Ker( 1 - f )# = 0. Hence the map Z+ Telcf) x Tef(1 -f) given by 
z++&(z), I,_,(z)) induces an isomorphism on homotopy groups. Using this homotopy 
equivalence and its inverse one can construct a retraction p:A + Tel(f) which is a 
rational equivalence. The splitting A = Tel(j) x fib(p) implies that the groups T&b(p), 
q=l, 2,..., are finite. Since these groups must factor through T*F via the com- 
position A+ Y = Z x F = Y +A, it follows that fib(p) is a retract of F. Letting 
Z’ = Tefcf) and F’ = fib(p), the proof of Proposition 3.2 is complete. n 
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The factorization of the infinite suspension in Theorem l(c) is a consequence of 
the following more general situation. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let Y be a l-connected CW complex with H,( Y;Z) torsion free. 
If Q(Y) = W x F where F has finite homotopy groups, then the infinite suspension 
E”: Y + Q(Y) factors through the space W. 0 
Proof. Since F is a l-connected space with finite homotopy groups, fi,(F$J) = 0, 
and there is a map h:Q( Y) + W + Q(Y) which induces the identity map on 
H,(Q(Y)@). Since Q(Y) has the rational homotopy type of a product of rational 
Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, the maps, E”, h 0 E”: Y + Q( Y) are rationally homotopic. 
Their adjoints 1, h,:C”Y + C”Y must likewise be rationally homotopic. Hence h, (the 
adjoint of hoE”) induces the identity map in rational homology and (since H*Y is 
torsion free) in integral homology. Therefore h, is an equivalence by Whitehead’s 
Theorem and has an inverse, say h2. The adjoint of the composition 
YEl‘ Q( Y)h'Q( y) ‘“(“) -Q(Y), 
by the choice of h2, is homotopic to the identity. Hence the composition is homotopic 
to E” and by the definition of h, it factors through W. n 
94. VERIFICATION OF THE CLASSICAL PROPERTIES 
The aim of this section is to verify those properties of BS$‘;’ which were stated in 
92. For brevity, this space will be denoted by B. Once again, all spaces and maps are 
assumed to be p-local. 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Sullivan’s construction of B has a maximal torus 
essentially built into it. I recall from [13] that the completion BA can be constructed by 
taking a free Z/n-action on K(f,, 2) and then defining B ^  to be the completion at p of 
the orbit space, KG?,, 2)/Z/n. Let 7r’:CCpr+ BA to be the obvious map. A maximal 
torus for B can now be obtained using Sullivan’s “arithmetic square”. 
In more detail, the rationalization Bo = K(0,2n) and so there is a map z,:CP”+ B0 
corresponding to the nth power of a 2-dimensional cohomology generator. This 
generator can be chosen so that the outer edges of the following diagram commute. 
The edges of the square consist of localization maps on the verticals, p-adic com- 
pletion on top, and formal completion on the bottom. Sullivan showed that this square 
is a fiber square and so there is a unique map indicated by the dotted arrow. It is 
straightforward to check that this map has the properties stated in part a. 
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Let P” = K(&,, 2), the completion of CP”. The completion of BT” can be 
identified with the n-fold product l?P*. The n-fold diagonal A:P ^ -+l?P^ is equivariant 
with respect to the Z/n action of p-adic units on PA and the permutation of factors in 
l?P A by the symmetric group Yn”,. Since the p-adic completion of the orbit space 
flP^/Y” can be identified with BU(nj, ([13], p. 5.95), there is a commutative diagram 
The n-plane bundle over PA which is induced by the maps in this diagram is easily 
seen to have Chern character 5 e”” where (Y is a primitive n-th root of unity. Thus 
i=l 
the map 4 classifies the completion of the desired bundle o over B. The arithmetic 
square and the pullback argument used in the proof of part (a) can now be applied to 
recover the bundle w over B. H 
Proof of Proposition 2.2. The splitting in part (a) is obtained using self maps of 
XP” and the telescope construction. For each integer k, t,b’:CP” 2 will denote a map 
with degree k in dimension 2. Let A be an integer whose mod p reduction generates 
the group of units in Z/p. Use the comultiplication on CCP” to define a map 
fk = Q/J* - hkZr,4’. This is a map which has degree A” - hk on H,,+JCP”. 
For the moment fix j where 0 < j < p and let F(j, t) denote the sequence of maps 
obtained from cfkll5 k 5 t(p - 1)) by removing those fk’s where k = j mod (p - 1). 
Now let sj denote the infinite sequence of maps {F(j, l), F(j, 2), F(j, 3), . . .}. Since 
ZCP” has been localized at p, every map in this sequence induces an integral 
homology isomorphism in dimensions (2n + lln = j mod (p - 1)). Conversely, every 
class of complementary dimension in I?,(XPm;Z) is mapped to zero by an infinite 
subsequence of maps in Bfi 
Let Kj denote the infinite telescope, Td(ZCP”;zj). The preceeding remarks imply 
that the homology of Kj is as stated in 2.2(a). The inclusion of ZCP” into the left end 
of this telescope is a map, say Ii, which induces an epimorphism in homology. 
Therefore, the following composition (where v comultiplies) 
” li p-1 
XP”Y- ,v’ ZCP”- v K; 
is an integral homology equivalence. By Whitehead’s theorem, it is a homotopy 
equivalence. 
The notion of finking mentioned in part (b) defines an equivalence relation on 
k*(CPm;Z/p). The splitting in part (a) implies that this relation partitions 
k*(CPm;Z/p) into at least p - 1 equivalence classes. Let u E fZ2(CPm;Z/p) denote a 
generator and assume by induction that the classes {uk 115 k < n} lie in at most p - 1 
equivalence classes. This is certainly true if n <p, so assume that n = kp + r where 
k sr 1 and 0 < r < p. Then up to a unit of Z/p, 9’~” = u”+‘@-‘) = uck+‘jP = 9?‘+‘uk+*. 
Since k + r < n, u” is linked to a class of lower dimension. This proves the induction 
step for CP” which in turn forces the stated result for H*(Ki;Z/p). n 
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Proof of Lemma 2.5. Let L:CP”+BU be the inclusion obtained by identifying 
CP” with BU(1) and let PO, p,, p2, . . . be a Z,,,-basis for H*(CP”;Z) which satisfies the 
formula 
Then H*(BU;Z) = ZQ,,[~~, b,, 62,. . . ] where bk = k+& and the multiplication on 
H*(BU;Z) is induced by the Whitney sum, ([l], page 8). To compute the homomorphism 
f*, I first consider the commutative diagram 
(4.1) 
where the vertical maps are completion maps and P” denotes the completion of CP”. 
Some care must be taken in the choice of homology coefficients at this point. The next 
result is probably well known but I am unable to cite a reference. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let Y be a simply connected space. Then for each integer r 2 1, the 
completion map c: Y -+ Y” induces an isomorphism in H*( ;Z/p’) and H*( ;Zlp’). 0 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram 
c* 
H*(Y;Z/p)< H*(YA;Z/p) 
(4.3) 1 J 
Horn (H*(Y:Zl~),Zlp)H.m(“.Llp)Hom(H*(YA;ZI~), Z/p) 
where the vertical isomorphisms are given by the Kroneker index ([91, p. 259). 
According to Sullivan ([13, Theorem 3.9A) the cohomology homomorphism, c*, is an 
isomorphism. This and (4.3) forces c* to be an isomorphism. The lemma now follows 
by induction on r, using the coefficient sequence 
and the 5-lemma. n 
Now let (Y be a primitive nth root of unity and let a:P^ 3 denote a self map with 
degree (Y in dimension 2. From the formal identity 
ch(w) = 2 emi”‘” 
it follows that in (4.1) the lower map cf 0 v)* is represented by the composition 
(4.4) 
The iterated self map, a! has degree (Y% in dimension 2k and so in H,(BUA;Z/p’) one 
has the formula 
,. 
cf o I)* = c (y iI+%+.. .ni, bi,b,. . *bin. (4.5) 
il+i*+. .+i,=m 
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Here the isomorphism in Lemma 4.2 has been used to identify the p’s and b’s with 
the mod p’ reductions of the generators defined previously. Since this formula is valid 
mod p’ for all r z 1, it must also hold in H,(BU;Z) prior to completion. Now let 
yk E HZnk(B;Z) be defined by yk = n&k. From formula (4.5) it now follows that 
f&k) = nbnk + decomposables in H*(BU;Z). 
I now consider the other maps in the composition (2.4). Since CP” is an infinite 
loop space there is a retraction r, such that the following commutes 
(4.6) LT Ir 
I 
CP”- CP”. 
If _I$ denotes the image of /& under the infinite suspension E”:CP”+ Q&Pm) in 
rational homology, an easy computation shows that H,(Q(CP”);gP) = 
Q(EP,, EP,, EL . . .I. From diagram (4.6) it follows that T*bk = EPk + decomposables 
in H,(Q(CP”);Cl). 




t E” t E” 
CP” -k- B 
implies that in rational homology, 
(4.8) 
Since T and Q(r) are H-maps, the composition h = Q(r)o~of:B + Q(B) induces the 
homomorphism h*(yk) = nEyk + decomposables in rational homology. The homology 
suspension annihilates the decomposable terms and so the adjoint j:YB -_, Z”B induces 
multiplication by n in rational and integral homology. Since n is relatively prime to p, 
the map h is a homotopy equivalence by Whitehead’s theorem and the proof of 
Lemma 2.5 is complete. n 
$5. SPECULATION 
I think that Theorem 1 should generalize to other finite loop spaces. In the case of 
a compact Lie group G of rank n, this would amount to proving the following 
generalization of Theorem 2. 
CONJECTURE 5.1. For each n L 1, Q(BT”) = 2, x F, where 2, is torsion free and F,, 
is finite in the sense of Theorem 1. 
If this conjecture is true, one could then apply the transfer, [2], to the fibration 
G/T” + BT” +BG and conclude that Q(BG),,,, is a retract of Q(BT”),,,, for those 
primes, p, which are relatively prime to the order of W(G), the Weyl group of G. By 
Proposition 3.2, Q(BG),, would split in a similar fashion. For those primes which 
divide the order of W(G), the picture is less clear. In the case G = Sp(l), Becker [6] 
has shown that Q(HP”) = BSp x F”. Since rr*BSp has 2 torsion, this shows that the 
restriction to odd primes in Theorem 1 was necessary. By Proposition 3.3, it follows 
that E”:HP”-+ Q(HP”) factors through BSp. 
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Let G = S$;’ where n and p are as in Theorem 1. How can the factors 2 and F in 
Q(BG) be regarded in terms of BG? In view of the isomorphism I-I*Z = Z@,[fi*BGl, 
I think it might be helpful to regard RG as a geometric basis for Z and to view it as a 
generalization of the classical case, L:CP~+BU. The “finite” factor F seems to be 
more mysterious. By comparing H*(Z x F;Z/p) with H,(Q(BG);ZIp) it follows that 
H,(F;Z/p) is isomorphic (at least additively) to the free commutative algebra 
generated by {Q’xIx E basis of fi,(BG;Z/p), Q’ is dim x-admissable} where the Q”s 
denote Dyer-Lashof operations [7]. 
In trying to understand r,F, I think it would be helpful to know the answer to the 
following: 
Question 5.2. Let i:S$‘, + I3S$‘~’ denote the inclusion of the bottom cell. In stable 
homotopy, does the homomorphism i,:riS$‘“,-+ v;SS$;’ annihilate Im J? 
There are two reasons why this seems plausible. First, i* annihilates that portion 
of Im J which lives on S$‘-’ by Corollary 1.1. Secondly the e-invariants of the stable 
attaching maps for BS:,“;’ are large enough for this to happen. 
Assume that n > 1 and let S2”+‘(2n - 1) denote the 2n - 1 connective cover of SZn-‘. 
In trying to better understand Corollary 1.1, one might be tempted to conjecture that 
the composition 
S2”-‘(2n - 1); SF;;’ 
OE" 
- sZQ(SS$-‘) 
is null homotopic. After all, this composition induces the zero map in homology and 
integral homotopy. However, it can be shown using modp homotopy that this 
composition is nontrivial. In view of this fact, my proof of Corollary 1.1, (i.e. 
factoring E” through Z), strikes me as unnatural. I think that if one found the right 
proof of 1.1, one might be able to settle the following: 
CONJECTURE 5.3. Let g E IT$$,, be an indecomposable class which desuspends to 
S2n-’ where n d p - 1. Then g E Im J. 
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